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r ‘ ‘ Be it known that I, THoMAs 

hereinafter. 
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T 0 all whom, it may concern." ' ‘ ' " 

‘ S. KIZER, citi 
zen of the United States, residing 'at Chat 
tanooga, in the county of Comanche and 
State of Oklahoma, have inventedicertain 
new and useful‘ Improvements in Socket 
Wrenches, of which the following is ELrSPGCl 
?cation. ‘ j. '. '.'._ 
This invention relates to an improved 

socket wrench‘and has as one of its principal 
objects to provide'a device of this character 
wherein the wrench jaws may be readily 'po-i 
sitioned to accommodate fdifferent sized 
nuts; ‘ ' ' ’ ‘ 

the jaws together.’ may be increased simply 
by increasing the forward pressure against 
the jaws. ' I ' 

‘ And the invention has a ‘still further‘ 
object to provideja wrench which will be 
characterized by entire structural simplicity 
and which will provide a rugged tool. ' V 

v Other and incidental objects willv appear 

In the drawings; . j - .;. j 
Figure 1 is a perspectiveyiew of- my im< 

proved wrench showing’ the jaws thereof 
projected, .q , I, I‘ p. . 

Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view showing 
the wrench jaws retracted, this View more 
clearly‘ bringing out the structural details 
of the wrench, ' > ' 

Fig; 3 is a transverse section on the line 
3-3 of Fig. 2, looking in the direction of 
the arrows, ‘ - 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view ‘showing-one 
of the wrench jaws in detail, and . 

Fig. 5 is a sectional View showing a slight 
modi?cation of the invention. , V 

In carrying the invention into effect, I 
employ a hollow wrench head 10 enlarged 
toward its lower end and provided at its up 
per. end with a socket 11 for receiving a 
stock. Formed in the head to open'through 
the lower endv thereof are oppositely dis-_ 
posed internal guide channels 12 each sub 
stantially T-shaped in ‘cross section and the 
bottom walls ofwhichprovide upwardlyinl 
clined wedging shoulders 13. " Slidable upon 
the wrench‘head are companion jaws, let.“ 
These jaws are preferably provided" with an 
gular serrated jaw faces 15 and rlslng from 
the jaws are jaw shanks 16. ‘ The shanks 16 

‘ ‘Speci?cation of Letters Patent. 

A further object of thevinv'ention is to‘ 
' provide a wrenchavherein the jaws may be 
wedged into engagement with a- nut and 
wherein the wedging action tending to draw ' 
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are tapered longitudinally and are substan- > 
tially T-shap'ed in cross'section so as to slid 
.ably ?t_freely in the guide channel 12, the 
outer ‘SIClGS of said shanks de?ning up 
wardly inclined 'wedging' faces 17 coacting 
with‘ ‘the '. shoulders 13 of’ the channels. 
Formed in the outer sides of the shanks are 
longitudinal grooves 18 and threaded 
through the wall of the wrench head to 
freely engage at their ilmer end portions in 
‘said ‘grooves are looking pins 19 slidably 
connecting, the jaws'with the wrench head. 
The'ja‘ws may, of course, be shaped to ?t a 
square nut asshown in the drawing or may 
be shaped to ?t a hexagonal nut, and formed 
‘in the jaw shanks at their inner, ends are 
mating recesses 20 adapted, when the jaws 
are ?tted over a bolt to engage a nut there 

_ on, to receive the projecting'end of the bolt. 
~As will now belreadily understood in view 

, of the preceding description, by simply hold 
ringi'the wrench head with its lower end pre 
sented downwardly, the’jawslé will gravi 
tate to projected position, the jaws being pro 

H gressively spread 1n their downward move 
ment. _ Consequently the jaws may then, as 
sugg'este'din Fig. 1, be readily engaged over 

' a nut, when'by pre'ssing‘downward upon the 
vwrench head, the shoulders 13 of the head 
wilhact'vagainst the faces 17 of the jaw 
‘shanks for forcing the jaws toward each 
other ‘with a wedging action and binding the 
jaws 1n engagement with the nut, the effect 

1 being to retract the jaws upon the head. 
Thus, the jaws may be caused to tightly grip 
the nut and, as will be seen, the gripping 
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action of the jaws may be increased by ' 
simply increasing the forward'thrust against 
the wrench head. vAs-will be noted, the 
wrench head-is formed with a flat forward 
end edge while the'jaws, at the base of each 
of thejaw shanks, are respectively provided 
with a ?at face. Consequently, when the 
jaws are completely retracted, the forward 
edge of the head will abut the flat faces of 
the jaws for sustaining . forward thrust 
against the head andrelieving the jaws of 
any inward pressure toward each other. ' As 
willijbe appreciated, this feature will be 
found of advantage when it is desired to 
simply engage the jaws about a nut without 
gripping the nut, mutilation being thereby 
avoided. I accordingly provide a highly 
e?ective wrench structure and a socket 
wrench which is adapted for a wide range of 
use. ' ' '7 
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a slight modi?cation of 
In. Fig. 5 of the drawin s, I have shown 

this modi?cation, a conical wrench head 21 
is employed.’ Atits upper end this ‘head 
is provided with a socket 22 as‘in the pre-~ 
ferred construction, and formed'in the head 
are inwardly converging channels corre 
sponding to the channels 12.‘ In these chan 
nels are mounted coacting jaws 23v slidably 
connected with the head by locking pins 
24 corresponding to the 1 his 19" ofthe 
preferred construction." T e’i‘jawsf23 are 
identicalfwith‘ the jaws 1531s disclosed in 
the preferred embodiment ‘of the invention 
with‘ the exception‘ that the jaws 23-‘ are a 
formed 5with“slo'pin‘g ‘outer faces conforming,‘ 
to and providing a continuation‘ of the slop-Y‘ ‘ 
ing‘outer face of the head 21; ' Surrounding ‘ 
the ‘head is a‘ vertically‘ slidable ‘ locking 'nn'g'} 
25," This ‘ring may be moved upwardly upon 
the head so that the jaws maybe posltiojned 
downwardlyjto-enga e 'a nut,‘ when the ring" 
may" then vbe 'move downwardly to'sur; 
round the jaws, lockin‘ the'jaws ‘inengagei ‘ 
ment with the’ nut; . y iorci " the ring 
downwardly over the j-aws,the ‘jaw shanks” 

' mayi‘be‘ relieved of any stress thereon tend 
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a j aws'slidably‘ connected 
40 

ing' to, separate‘ the‘ jaws and‘ when‘ the" 
wrench is turned for rotating‘l'the nut’the 
ring will“, ‘Qf course, resist‘ movement ‘ of the 
jaws away 'from " each ‘other; _ 
from‘ the up’per‘yend‘ portion-‘ofthe head'i's 

upward displacement.‘ ' 
a stop“ pin ‘26 for limiting the‘ 

is claiihe' vas~3newfist ' 
Have-w thus described the 'i'nvlention,‘_rwhat" 
1}. A"-'wrench including-"a- headjprov'ided‘ 

' Q with converging shoulv rs‘ and enacting 

having shanks substantially triangular in 

e invention. In ‘ 

vhead in the closed position of the jaws; ' 
Fr'oiecfins ' r , 

1 slopingrexterior‘ wall, coacting jaws ishda 

with ‘the head and ' 

r 1,395,585 

cross’ section and vprovided with inclined 
faces coasting with said-5 shoulders whereby 
the jaws will be urged toward each other as 
the head‘is advanced upon the jaws, corre 
sponding faces of the shanks abutting when 
the jawsv are closed. I‘ ' ' 

'2, A wrench including a head provided’ 
with“ guide ‘channel's’ ‘substantially T-shaped 
in cross section, the bottom walls of said 
‘channels providing inclined shoulders," and 
,coactingja'ws having shanks" substantially’ . 
T-shap‘ed' in’ vsection " and slidabl'y ?t 
.tin‘gf'in said‘ channels, the ‘shank'sfhavin in‘: 

with said shou ders‘ dined? lface'sl coactin 
whereby‘ the'jawsiwi be fur ‘ed-toward each 
other‘asthe head is'advance'd upon the jaws‘. 

3. A wrench including a head 
with inclined'shou'lders, and coacting jaws 
slidably' ‘connected with the‘head' and having 
jaw“shanks' rising'therefrom' and provide ' 

~ with “inclined faces "to coa'ct‘with‘ said ‘shoul 
der's whereby“ the‘ jaws will be urged ‘toward 
each other as the head is advanced upon the 
jaws, the‘ ‘jaw shanks havingconfronting 
faces ‘disposed to‘abut ‘' when the‘ jaws’ are 
closedT-and’tl’iejjaws bein formedwitlf?at . 
faces at-thei‘junctions‘o the; shanks‘ ‘therei 
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of th‘e'head‘ to‘ sustain‘ forward‘ ‘thrust of'the 

4‘.- A wrench, including"a " head‘ havinila 
., . _ y 

mounted upon‘ the‘fhead and having‘ sloping 
exterior walls conforming‘ to the inclination ‘ 

, of the ‘wall of the head, and a"lockin0{'ring 
Vslidable upon said wall of the headand’in’ov- ‘ 
able ' to surround the. jaws enacting“ withZ the 

‘ s10‘ ing walls thereof; > : ‘ " 

n'tes'ti‘mon‘ ‘whereofTa?i'x m‘ signature. 
T OMAS S. _KIZE .' [nsL] 
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